6 REASONS A SPEAKER WHO IS
AN EXPERT ON GROUP DYNAMICS
CHANGES YOUR EVENT OR COMPANY !
they have permission to say things you
can’t! If you have a specific message or
conflict to resolve they can do it with fun,
embedding messages on the way through

they can help people develop
a different perspective on their
current circumstances and the rate of change

they are specialists at setting scenes
and changing the nature of the
conference or the politics/ dynamics
of your organisation

they are experts at non verbal
communication and focus on the
PROCESS by which the messages
are delivered not just the content

they constantly read the group and
change what they are doing or saying
to get everyone on board

they elicit behavioral and attitude
changes immediately after the
presentation

Amanda Gore creates extraordinary experiences during conferences or meetings in house.
She is an expert at group dynamics. Inducted into the Speaker Hall of Fame,
she is known for her entertaining, energetic presentations
that really shift how people think and behave.

Follow her or book her at
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